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Abstract

A system of modular sealed gas target cells has been developed for use in electron scattering experiments at the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab). This system was initially developed to complete the MARATHON experiment which
required, among other species, tritium as a target material. The system has been used in several of the 12 GeV era experiments
in Experimental Hall A using the Jefferson Lab Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF). Thus far, the cells have
been loaded with the gas species 3H, 3He, 2H, 1H and 40Ar and operated in nominal beam currents of up to 22.5 µA. While the gas
density of the cells at the time of loading is known, the density of each gas varies uniquely when heated by the electron beam. To
extract experimental cross sections using these cells the beam current dependent density of each target fluid must be determined. In
this study, data from measurements with several beam currents within the range of 2.5 to 22.5 µA on each target fluid are presented.
Additionally, expressions for the beam dependent fluid density of each target are developed.
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1. Introduction1

A modular gas cell target system was developed for use in2

Hall A at Jefferson Lab for the MARATHON experiment (E12-3

10-103)[1]. The design was specifically developed to safely4

contain and operate with gaseous tritium. It is similar in lu-5

minosity and characteristics to the design purposed in Ref. [2].6

The modular design allows additional gas cells filled with other7

species of gas to be installed in the system concurrently. The8

target was also adapted for the additional experiments E12-11-9

112 (xb > 1) [3], E12-14-011 (e′p) [4], E12-17-003 (Hypernu-10

clear) [5] and E12-14-009 (elastic) [6]. MARATHON, together11

with these experiments, became known as the tritium group ex-12

periments which were performed from December 2017 through13

November 2018. However, prior to tritium operations, a tar-14

get cell was loaded with argon gas and used by the experiment15

E12-14-012 (Argon) [7] during Spring of 2017.16

∗Corresponding Author: doug@jlab.org

While the performance of the target was an important consid-17

eration, the primary objective of the target system design and18

construction was to ensure safe operations with tritium gas un-19

der all conditions. These conditions included target cell prepa-20

rations, loading, storage, transportation, installation, removal,21

and beam operations. This was accomplished with a modular22

design, rigorous fabrication and testing, proper quality assur-23

ance (QA) and quality control (QC) and multiple layers of con-24

tainment/confinement.25

In addition to a brief description of the target, we present the26

beam current dependent density of the five gases used with the27

target system, 3H, 3He, 2H, 1H and 40Ar. The electrons in the28

beam pass through the target fluid and cell entrance and exit29

end caps depositing ionization energy. This ionization energy,30

which is proportional to the beam current, induces heat in the31

target fluid causing local changes in the density. To determine32

the magnitude of this effect, data were collected with the Left33

High Resolution Spectrometer (LHRS) in Jefferson Lab Exper-34

imental Hall A during February 2017 for the 40Ar target and35
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December 2017 for the other targets. The beam energy for the36

study was 2.2 GeV in all cases, The momentum and angle set-37

tings were 17.5◦ and 1.79 GeV for 40Ar, and 17.0◦ and 1.9938

GeV for the other fluids. Analysis of these data shows that a39

simple quadratic polynomial function normalized to zero cur-40

rent density provides an excellent model for all target fluids.41

2. Target System42

The modular design allows for multiple cell configurations.43

It also enables individual cells to be installed in special con-44

figurations of the standard Hall A Cryogenic target; this was45

the case for the 40Ar target (see Figure 1). Another feature is46

that it allows cells to be filled at off site locations other than47

Jefferson Lab. The tritium cell was filled at Savannah River48

Site (SRS) by Savannah River Tritium Enterprises (SRTE), with49

about 0.1 grams of tritium gas to a room temperature absolute50

pressure of about 1.38 MPa. It was shipped in a special pur-51

pose transport container called the Bulk Tritium Shipping Pack-52

age (BTSP). Including the cell this system provided continuous53

triple layer confinement though out the shipping and handling54

process. This design also allowed the tritium cell to be placed in55

a special storage container in Hall A while normal Hall instal-56

lation activities were completed. The tritium cell was installed57

after all other preparatory tasks were completed. The modular58

sealed gas cell represents a departure from previous designs [8].59

Figure 1: Argon cell installation. A cell filled with 40Ar was installed on the
standard Hall A Cryogenic Target in place of the loop 3 cell.

The configuration of the target system for the tritium exper-60

iments is shown in Figure 2. In this configuration, there are61

(from top to bottom) four cells loaded with 3H, 2H, 1H, and62

3He as well as a fifth empty cell which was used for background63

measurements. The cells are contained in a scattering chamber64

which is under vacuum. The scattering chamber vacuum is iso-65

lated from the upstream beam line vacuum by a 0.2 mm thick66

beryllium window. This window is roughly 30 cm upstream of67

the target center and is mounted on a reentrant tube that also68

contains a 15 cm long tungsten collimator with an inner diame-69

ter of 12.7 mm. The scattering chamber vacuum, with a pump-70

ing system directed to an exhaust stack, provided a second layer71

of tritium confinement. An exhaust system, (together with strict72

access controls) capable of maintaining a slight negative pres-73

sure in the experimental Hall ensured that the Hall boundary74

was a third layer of confinement.75

Figure 2: Ladder assembly showing the five cells, , 3H, 2H, 1H, 3He and empty
cell from top to bottom, as assembled during Fall 2017 to Spring 2018 run
period.

Each cell, excluding the fill valve assembly, is machined76

from ASTM B209 aluminum 7075-T651 plate. Each target cell77

has a cigar-tube shaped active fluid space with a length of 25 cm78

and a diameter of 12.7 mm. The total volume of the cell (includ-79

ing the non active region) is 33.38 ± 0.2 cm3. The thickness of80

the nearly flat entrance window and hemispherical exit window81

is nominally 0.25 mm. The parameters at the time of loading82

for each cell are summarized in Table 1. Due to machining tol-83

erances, the wall thickness of each cell varies slightly over its84

length. Thickness measurements were performed for each cell85

at several locations (schematically represented in Figure 3 and86

are summarized in Table 4. The 40Ar cell, installed in Febru-87

ary 2017 in a special configuration, was later evacuated and88

installed as the empty cell for the tritium group of experiments.89

Table 2 shows the 40Ar and the empty cell in a single column.90

The 40Ar experiment employed two aluminum foils (dummy91

target), with total thickness matching the radiation length of the92

argon filled cell, to measure backgrounds.93

The entire target assembly, of five cells and assorted solid tar-94

gets, was cooled with 15 K helium from the Jefferson Lab End95

Station Refrigerator (ESR). The 15 K helium was preheated to96

40 K and used to cool a heat sink to which the cell assemblies97

were attached. This removed the modest amount of heat gener-98

ated by the electron beam passing through the target fluid, cell99

entrance and cell exit, which, in total, was about 15 W. To en-100

sure cell integrity, the maximum beam current permitted on any101

of the cells was 22.5 µA [9]. The heat generated by the tritium102

decay is very small, about 50 mW and was negligible.103
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Target Fill Pressure Fill Temp Thickness
(kPa) (K) (mg/cm2)

40Ar 3447 291 1455 ± 9.2
3H 1st 1400 296.3 85.1 ± 0.83
3H 2nd 1393 293.8 84.79 ± 0.82

3He 1772 294.3 53.37 ± 0.57
2H 3549 296.1 142.15 ± 0.80
1H 3549 297.4 70.80 ± 0.40

Table 1: Load data for the gas cells. Temperatures have an uncertainty of 0.1 K.
Values for the 40Ar cell are from Ref. [10]; for all others they are from Ref. [11].

Figure 3: Measurement locations on the cells represented schematically [11].

3. Hall A Spectrometers104

The data were acquired with the LHRS. For a detailed de-105

scription of the LHRS see Ref. [13]. The basic components of106

the LHRS are a normal conducting quadrupole (Q1), a super107

conducting quadrupole (Q2) a superconducting dipole (D) fol-108

lowed by a super conducting quadrupole (Q3) in a Q-Q-D-Q109

configuration. The quadrupoles focus scattered charged par-110

ticles while the dipole directs these particles, within a given111

momentum range, to the detectors. After passing through the112

spectrometer magnets, the scattered particles pass through two113

Vertical Drift Chambers (VDCs) that provide tracking infor-114

mation [14]. Two layers of scintillator hodoscope s0 and s2,115

sandwich a gas Cherenkov detector filled with CO2 [15]. The116

hodoscope provides trigger and time of flight (TOF) for the de-117

tected particles. The Cherenkov provides identifation of elec-118

trons with approximately 99% efficiency and reject π− below119

momentum of 4.8 GeV. The last element in the detector stack120

is the shower calorimeter. Electrons pass through the calorime-121

ter lead glass blocks induce a cascade of pair production and122

bremsstrahlung radiation from which their energy can be deter-123

mined [13].124

4. Beam Current Monitor (BCM)125

The Beam Current Monitor (BCM) is a system of three in-126

dependent devices and a current source [16]. This is a ded-127

icated system in Hall A and while independent of the target128

effects, this system is the dominate source of systematic uncer-129

tainty in the current dependent density studies presented herein.130

The BCM system consists of a toroidal sensor (Unser) [17], lo-131

cated between an upstream and downstream RF cavity, and a132

data-acquisition system. A current source, which is connected133

to a wire which passes through the Unser, is used to calibrate134

the Unser immediately prior to each use of the device and the135

Unser is then in turn used to calibrate the BCM’s with the elec-136

tron beam.137

The Unser monitor is composed of two identical toroidal138

cores driven in opposite ways by an external source. The DC139

component of the current flowing through the toroid sensor is140

detected by a magnetic modulator. The beam current passing141

through the cores produces a flux imbalance, which generates142

an output signal proportional to the even harmonics of the fre-143

quency of excitation, In the absence of a DC current, the sum144

of the signals is zero [16].145

The temperature controlled Unser has a sensitivity to beam146

current of about 4 mV/µA and has a noise canceled stability147

within 0.1% [16]. The system does have a DC offset which148

slowly drifts which typically requires the current calibration to149

be done immediately prior to using it for an absolute current150

calibration of the RF cavities. Once calibrated, the RF cavi-151

ties are used to continuously monitor the beam current. The152

calibrations are checked periodically through out the course153

of an experiment. To put the signals from the Unser and RF154

cavities into the scalers of Hall’s fast data aquition system, a155

voltage to frequency (V/F) converter is used along with a dis-156

crimator. Figure 5 shows the Unser calibration with a known157

DC current source, the response of the system is found to be158

(249.7 ± 9.6) × 10−6 µA/Hz.159

Two resonant cavities surround the Unser and are tuned to the160

frequency of the beam 1.497 GHz. The cavities are composed161

of loop antennas located where the magnetic field is maximum.162

When the beam passes through, the output RF signal is propor-163

tional to the current [16]. As consequence, the BCM response164

is linear with respect to the current. Like the Unser, the signals165

from the RF cavities are filtered by a V/F converter. Several val-166

ues of beam current (measured by the calibrated Unser) are used167

to the determine the linear dependence of the BCM as shown in168

Fig. 6. In general, the beam current can be then calculated using169

I = gBCM · f + O. (1)
where gBCM and O are the fit parameters, which correspond to170

(326.4 ± 1.4) × 10−6 µA/Hz and 0.1 ± 0.09 µA, respectively.171

Finally, for any given beam induced frequency f , the current I is172

given by Eq 1. Of unfortunate note, the BCM system becomes173

much less accurate for beam currents below ∼ 5 µA.174
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Location
40Ar/Empty Cell
Thickness (mm)

3H Cell
Thickness (mm)

1H Cell
Thickness (mm)

2H Cell
Thickness (mm)

3He Cell
Thickness (mm)

Entrance 0.254 ± 0.0051 0.253 ± 0.004 0.311 ± 0.001 0.215 ± 0.004 0.203 ± 0.007
Exit 0.279 ± 0.0051 0.343 ± 0.047 0.330 ± 0.063 0.294 ± 0.056 0.328 ± 0.041

Exit left 0.406 ± 0.0051 0.379 ± 0.007 0.240 ± 0.019 0.422 ± 0.003 0.438 ± 0.010
Exit right 0.421 ± 0.0051 0.406 ± 0.004 0.519 ± 0.009 0.361 ± 0.013 0.385 ± 0.016
Mid left 0.457 ± 0.0051 0.435 ± 0.001 0.374 ± 0.004 0.447 ± 0.009 0.487 ± 0.060

Mid right 0.432 ± 0.0051 0.447 ± 0.004 0.503 ± 0.005 0.371 ± 0.012 0.478 ± 0.007
Entrance left 0.508 ± 0.0051 0.473 ± 0.003 0.456 ± 0.010 0.442 ± 0.005 0.504 ± 0.003

Entrance right 0.424 ± 0.0051 0.425 ± 0.003 0.457 ± 0.006 0.332 ± 0.011 0.477 ± 0.011

Table 2: Cell wall thickness measurements for all gas targets. Values for the 40Ar cell are from Ref. [10]; for all others they are from Ref. [11].

Figure 4: Engineering design of an individual tritium gas target cell [12], units are in cm.

5. Method Overview175

The density of the target is well known when loaded but, ex-176

perience and simulations have shown that the beam current will177

decrease the density of the target fluid in the beam path (local178

density). The magnitude of this effect depends on the beam cur-179

rent and target fluid species and must be quantified to accurately180

determine cross sections and ratios or other comparisons of data181

collected with the multiple gas cells [12]. It was shown (with182

the exception of the argon cell) that the target density reaches183

equilibrium within an insignificant amount of time from when184

the electron beam first impinges on the cell and the density was185

constant with stable beam current. The purpose of these mea-186

surements and analysis is to develop a beam current dependent187

target density function for each gas species used.188

In order to extract the current dependent density correction189

the raw yield is measured for several beam currents. The nor-190

malized yield is determined by applications of corrections to191

the raw yield. These corrections include: total charge, parti-192

cle identification, acceptance cuts, detector efficiencies, and live193

times. The normalized yield Ynorm is then given by194

Ynorm =
PS · N

Q · ε · LT
(2)

Where N is the number of good electrons, PS is the prescale195

factor of the DAQ system, Q is the total charge, and ε is the196

combined efficiencies of detectors, triggers and events selection197

cuts and LT is the live-time. Each one of these parameters is198

explained in detail in the following sections.199
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Figure 5: Wire Unser calibration. The band reprecents the 95% confidence
level of the linear fit.
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Figure 6: BCM calibration. The band reprecents the 95% confidence level of
the linear fit.

5.1. Event Selection200

To improve counting efficiency and minimize dead time, a201

compound trigger was used. This trigger required both scintil-202

lator planes and the Cherenkov detector to have signals above203

threshold, in order to exclude π− events. In order to extract204

a good electron sample, several cuts were applied to the data.205

These cuts can be summarized in two groups: acceptance cuts,206

which assure that the events are selected within an acceptable207

spectrometer phase space, and tracking/particle iDentification208

(PID) Cuts, which focus on the selection of electrons scattered209

from the target fluid. These selection cuts are:210

i. Momentum and angular acceptance cuts. Specifically, the211

ranges used to determine Ynorm are |δp/p| < 4.5%, |θ−θ0| <212

30 mrad and |φ| < 25 mrad.213

ii. Target length cut. This cut excluded events reconstructed214

back to the target windows and reduced background by215

limiting the effective target length |ytar | < 8 cm216

iii. Only events with a single track in the VDC were kept.217

iv. A particle ID cut was applied to the Cherenkov ADC sum218

v. A particle ID cut was applied to the shower calorimeter219

It was shown through the course of this study that as long as220

the sample of electrons is chosen consistently, the results will221

remain invariant within 1% run to run.222

5.2. Estimation of Efficiencies223

A number of efficiencies were applied to the data to produce224

Ynorm. For simplicity, in this analysis only electron events with225

one track in the VDC were selected. The ratio between the total226

number of electron events with one track with respect to the227

total number of triggered electrons (including multi track and228

non track particles) corresponds to the VDC efficiency.229

The trigger efficiency was calculated using another trigger230

type, where only both scintillators were required to record the231

events. In this sense, the difference between the main trigger232

and the efficiency trigger is the Cherenkov detector. The ratio233

between the events recorded with the main and the efficiency234

trigger corresponds to the trigger efficiency.235

The Cherenkov efficiency was calculated by selecting a clean236

sample of electrons detected in the Calorimeter and counting237

the number of events that also were detected in the Cherenkov238

detector. The Calorimeter efficiency was measured by se-239

lecting a clean sample of electrons in the Cherenkov detector240

and counting the number of these electrons that also fired the241

Calorimeter.242

5.3. Live-Time Calculation243

The live-time is related with the limitation of the speed of244

data acquisition system (DAQ) to record events. It depends on245

the electronics, computers and trigger rate and is calculated us-246

ing the ratio between the number of events recorded over the247

total number of events seen by the trigger.248

5.4. Total Charge249

The beam is not completely stable throughout the run; it may250

trip off or fluctuate over time. Therefore, we obtained the cal-251

ibration data when the beam was mostly stable, and only runs252

where the average current is within a window of ±2 µA of the253

requested current are used. The charge is calculated by inte-254

grating the current over time using the BCM calibration result255

(see Section 4).256

6. Solid Target Check257

The aim of the analysis is to measure the density change258

when the beam is on the gas targets using the Yield analysis.259

In order to test the method, the same analysis is applied to a260

solid target. For the 40Ar experiment, a carbon foil was used,261

and for the Tritium experiments an aluminum target. Unlike the262

fluid targets, the solid target density is not measurably effected263

by the beam current.264
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Figure 7: Normalized Yield analysis for the aluminum solid target used during
the tritium group experiments

Figure 7 shows Ynorm for the solid aluminum target which265

was calculated using Equation 2 for different beam currents. It266

was normalized with respect to the lowest current Yield value.267

The plot shows that Ynorm did not change to within about 0.5%268

which is well within the uncertainty of the measurement.269

7. Background Contamination270

The aluminum windows of the target cell contribute as back-271

ground to the measured raw yield for each of the gas targets.272

To measure this background (henceforth referred to as contam-273

ination) in the case of the 40Ar experiment, a dummy target274

with aluminum foils with total thickness matching the radia-275

tion length of the argon filled cell, was used. In the case of the276

tritium experiments, an empty cell (or dummy cell) was used.277

The normalized yields from these targets were then subtracted278

from the applicable Ynorm. To check the current dependence of279

this subtraction, a comparison between the background at low280

and high current was measured for the dummy/empty targets.281

The charge yield given by Eq 1 was binned in ytar bites along282

the target length, and the ratio of the events at high current to283

low current was determined. The ratio was found to be 1.006,284

which indicates that the background subtraction is independent285

of current, as expected.286

Figure 8 shows the spectra of the charge normalized yield for287

the empty (dummy) cell and the tritium gas, for a beam current288

of 2.5 µA. To optimize the signal to background ratio, events289

contributing to the Ynorm were selected from a symmetric region290

of ±8 cm about the center of the target. Therefore, the contam-291

ination fraction is the ratio of Ynorm for the empty cell to Ynorm292

for the gas cell of interest. Table 3 summarizes the percentage293

of background contamination found in the gas targets for each294

beam current used in the study. Note that the currents are nom-295

inal; the measured current for each run is slightly different, due296

to the normal operation of the accelerator.297

‘

Figure 8: Background contamination spectrum of the dummy target compared
with that of tritium at 2.5 µA. Both spectra are normalized.

Current
(µA)

3H
(%)

3He
(%)

2H
(%)

1H
(%)

Current
(µA)

Argon
(%)

2.5 1.7 1.6 0.7 1.1 2.5 0.3
5 1.7 1.6 0.7 1.2 4.5 0.3

10 1.7 1.7 0.8 1.2 8 0.3
15 1.8 1.8 0.8 1.3 12 0.3

22.5 1.8 1.8 0.8 1.3 15 0.3
18 0.3

Table 3: Aluminum window contamination in a ±8 cm range with respect to the
center of the target at each nominal current. Note that these currents were not
the same for both experiments.

8. Gas Target Results298

The density correction was determined for each gas species299

by measuring Ynorm as a function of beam current Ibeam. The300

function is then normalized to 1 for Ibeam = 0. The density each301

gas cell for zero beam current is the same as that of the load302

density. Figures 9, 10a, 10b, 10c and 10d, show the density303

correction for the different gas targets. It is easily seen that304

the density decreases with the current and that the behavior of305

the density correction factor f is modeled well by a quadratic306

function307

f (Ibeam) = a · I2
beam + b · Ibeam + c. (3)

Where a, b and c are the fit parameters. Table 4 shows the fit308

parameters for each gas species. The density correction factor309

f (Ibeam) is determined for each gas by substitution of these pa-310

rameters in Eq 3. The density correction factor determined in311

this manner is valid for the current range 0−22.5 µA. The error312

bar in the plots represents the statistical uncertainty only, and a313

fit was calculated with respect to those values with a 95% con-314

fidence band in blue. The gray hatched 95% confidence band315

represents a fit including both statistical and systematic uncer-316

tainties.317
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Figure 9: 40Ar density analysis.

3H Fit Parameters 3H Correlation Factors
a (1.06 ± 0.36) × 10−4 C(a, b) −0.974
b (−6.8 ± 0.89) × 10−3 C(b, c) −0.888
c 1. + / − 0.003 C(a, c) 0.801

3He Fit Parameters 3He Correlation Factors
a (1.04 ± 0.25) × 10−4 C(a, b) −0.973
b (−5.1 ± 0.64) × 10−3 C(b, c) −0.879
c 1 ± 0.003 C(a, c) 0.779

2H Fit Parameters 2H Correlation Factors
a (1.16 ± 0.29) × 10−4 C(a, b) −0.973
b (−6.7 ± 0.71) × 10−3 C(b, c) −0.895
c 1. ± 0.003 C(a, c) 0.805

1H Fit Parameters 1H Correlation Factors
a (1.70 ± 0.47) × 10−4 C(a, b) −0.978
b (−9 ± 0.12) × 10−3 C(b, c) −0.881
c 1. ± 0.006 C(a, c) 0.788

40Ar Fit Parameters 40Ar Correlation Factors
a (4.33 ± 1.5) × 10−4 C(a, b) −0.981
b (−2.1 ± 0.3) × 10−2 C(b, c) −0.942
c 1. ± 0.02 C(a, c) 0.867

Table 4: Fit parameters obtained for the percentage of density change calcula-
tion with respect to the beam current.

8.1. Systematic Uncertainties318

Several corrections are applied to the data in this analysis.319

and since the current is different for every point, the uncer-320

tainties are evaluated at every point. A confidence band for a321

fit including the systematic uncertainties are shown in Figures322

9, 10a, 10b, 10c and 10d. they include the uncertainty in the323

charge, live-time and detectors calculations.324

The BCM monitors are effective over a range from 0 to325

100 µA. However, low current measurements have a slightly326

higher uncertainty causing the uncertainty in the charge to be327

current dependent. The uncertainty in the current and charge328

is estimated using the BCM calibration shown in Figure 6, to-329

gether with the error covariance matrix. This is the dominant330

source of systematic uncertainty in the determination of the331

density reduction factor f (Ibeam).332

The background contamination coming from the entrance333

and exit windows also contribute as a source of systematic un-334

certainty. This is due to the thickness variations in the cell en-335

trance and exit windows which can be seen in Figure 8. There-336

fore, in order to calculate the background uncertainty in the337

measurement, the percentage of background was calculated in338

ytar steps of 3 cm starting from ±4 cm out to ± 10 cm from the339

center of the target. The same normalization procedure was fol-340

lowed for each of the different cuts in the reaction vertex region341

to calculate f (Ibeam). Finally, the uncertainty in the background342

contamination is given by the standard deviation of the aver-343

age of multiple f (Ibeam) obtained with the different cuts. The344

standard deviation was never more than 1% for each current.345

Furthermore, 1% systematic uncertainties were estimated for346

the live-time, VDC One-Track efficiency, trigger efficiency, de-347

tector and cut efficiencies of Gas Cerenkov and π− rejection.348

8.2. Conclusions349

Current dependent density correction functions have been350

determined for several species of gas target cells. The maxi-351

mum density change for each target is 9.7 ± 0.5%, 5.6 ± 0.5%,352

6.3± 0.5%, 11.6± 0.5% and 26.5± 1% for 3H, 3He, 2H, 1H and353

40Ar, respectively at 22.5 µA.354
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